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ABSTRAK

ABSTRACT

This paper is entitled The Description of Society and Culture, therefore the writer of this paper on this writing tries to give the description of society, culture and language, and their relationship. It cannot be denied by anyone that a human being joining to other will create a big group which can be called a community or society. The members of the group have their habitual action in doing their activity. This event will create the culture of the society. When each individu adding himself to the group he will become the member of the group and the group can be called a society. In other to build the group of course they cannot be escaped from using a language. So based on these description we may state that these three things cannot be separated to one another. They have to go together at the same time. There will be no society or culture without the present of a language. Finally it can be said that society, culture, and language are linked to one another.
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